Subject: CLARIFICATIONS/ AMENDMENTS – PREQUALIFICATIONS OF FIRMS FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF BIOMEDICAL & NON-BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT FOR HOSPITALS OF PRIMARY & SECONDARY HEALTHCARE DEPARTEMENT (IPL#3024)

Project Director, Project Management Unit, Primary & Secondary Healthcare Department invited proposals for Prequalification of Firms for the Procurement of Biomedical & Non-Biomedical Equipment for various Healthcare Facilities of Primary & Secondary Healthcare Department. Invitation for Prequalification was published vide IPL#3024. Prequalification Documents was uploaded on the websites of the P&SH Department and PPRA.

2. As per ITB clause #06 of the Prequalification Documents the following Amendments in Prequalification Documents are being made;

ANNEX IV-A, IV-C, IV-D
(FOR MAMMOGRAPHY MACHINES, ANESTHESIA MACHINE WITH VENTILATOR, FULLY AUTOMATIC CHEMISTRY ANALYZER)
The Valid DRAP License for Medical Device Import is not a mandatory criteria for the Prequalification of firms.

ANNEX IV-C (FOR ANESTHESIA MACHINE WITH VENTILATOR - PART-I)
Mandatory Parameters for compliance and further evaluation:
Sr No. 8. of the Evaluation Parameters: Installation of at least 10 units of the equipment in Pakistan instead of 20 units.

3. All other Terms & Conditions of Prequalification Documents shall remain same.